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About This Content

Play "My Girl" by The Temptations on any electric guitar. This song includes a new Authentic Tone accessed in AMP mode.
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Really cool jumpscares and a lovely scary enviroment, i "enjoyed" playing this scary horror game, thanks for making it!
I had a hard time figuring out where to go and how to continue on, maybe you could make the puzzles a little more easy. :)

I've made a gameplay review of the game, it would make me really happy if you checked it out!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbzAB9yKG9I

Have a awesome day!. One mean BEAM.... of all the DLC so far, this is by far the best in my opinion. as usual its got strange
music, but this DLC is a cut above the rest compared to most of Dariusburst's music. you shoot little ships, they leave behind
little powerups for your BEAM, I like the concept and it plays out pretty good. Its enemies have a little easier formations to
shoot down too, which is nice, because on some levels its almost impossible to avoid being hit. Its sort of more of the same, but
a little better. As a casual gamer, I think this is a good direction Dariusburst is heading. It has a more ARCADE'e feel now. I
just want a quick fun game then get back to doing other things. But the number of ships in DLC mode is pretty awesome!. pros:
-We got cool agents with interesting histories. Leading them feels pretty awesome.
-You got no loss of fps even playing it over 3 hours.
-Musics and sounds are compatible with game. It makes good atmosphere and keep game alive for a long time.

Cons:
 -Agents in hand need different pics for different situations. Playing with the same image in everywhere for a long time feels
like agents are un alive
 -Need more ends like "at the end we screw up and we see a guy pointing us a pistol and saying cool thing before we go"
 - We need more personal Dialouge with our agents. And if it affects the loyalty level of them to us its going to be perfect game.

Special requests:
-A bit of Turk\u0131sh language support ain't hurt anybody :D But if you don't have time or budget or personel for it Do not
even care about it focus on cons.

I'll support you as much as i can. Love you <3. 10/10 would get swallowed again.. It takes a bit of time to get into it but once
you do it is very fun.
If you like space games give it a try.
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simple and fun. the font really sucks though. One of the best ova's ive watched would high suggest to watch but should play the
visual novel first to get the full experience. Cool idea, but it is unfinished abandonware. Don't buy it.. A 5 bucks well spent.

This was so cute, my heart nearly melted, I would definitely recommend to anybody that's thinking about watching this.. I like
this game
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